Introduction: what kind of man?
H ogben was a brilliant biologist, a stim ulating and indefatigable teacher, and a famous writer. M ore essentially, he was a dedicated socialist or scientific hum anist-he used the former label in his youth and the latter in his maturity but the faith remained the same (1918a, 1939b) . Professor M ichael Aber crombie, who was in his Departm ent at Birmingham, described him to m e as a very moral man and Dr Sidney Truelove, his second-in-command at the War Office, as a puritan; not that he was particularly chaste or sober; they meant that he lived in strict conformity to his declared ethical creed.
He was small, lightly built, bright-eyed, intensely alive. His ceaseless activity is legendary, as is the range of his interests-much wider even than the range of his publications. He was, for example, a great quoter of the Bible. He was fascinated by theological disputation and could explain the doctrinal peculi arities of a dozen or so Christian sects. He was expert on the flora of Dartmoor and on the cynipid galls in his Devonshire garden. Most of the furniture in his various cottages was made by himself. He wrote two volumes of poetry. He played the recorder, reputedly with more persistence than skill. He walked and gardened, but had no inclination for organized sport or games.
Many of his pupils have acknowledged how much they owe to his influence. In the words of Professor Frank Landgrebe, who worked with him for many years: 'his training of postgraduates in biological research was an inspiration. Full of ideas himself, he was also generous in encouraging the ideas of others; intensely critical, yet his criticism always carried an affirmation of hope.' Even when the ideas were his, he scrupulously refrained from putting his name to a paper unless he had done a fair share of the work with his own hands.
If he liked you he was wonderful company-witty, erudite, warmly and genuinely interested in people. But he was also shy and sensitive, and his friendships were often interrupted by quarrels. As an anonymous obituarist has written: 'What was disconcerting was to leave him in glorious good humour overnight and come in next morning and find him brooding resentfully over a remark you never noticed yourself making the night before. ' He could be a difficult colleague. He was incapable of concealing disapproval or personal dislike. He was ambitious; he would have liked, and at one time thought he was going to get, a knighthood. The belief that contemporary university education is all wrong was built into his humanist faith and this led him, not only to drastic revision of the educational structure of the Departments of which he was made the head, but also to putting forward recommendations, not always tactful and not always welcome, about how other areas of the University should be set in order. His plans were often frustrated and he could be unfor giving in defeat. Some saw in him at least a touch of paranoia. But there can be no questioning the sincerity of his reformist ardour: if he was a tremendous rocker of other people's boats, it was never very calm in his own.
I have tried, not to summarize and assess the whole of Hogben's output, but simply to sketch the life-history, behaviour and principal achievements of a very remarkable man. The bibliography is, I think, reasonably complete. What it does not show is the extent of his influence on his contemporaries. It has been a moving experience to discover how many people, in various walks of life, and including some of those colleagues against whom he turned most savagely, now remember him with gratitude and real affection.
unflinching insistence on the literal truth of the Bible. Lancelot was so named after a celebrated Methodist missionary and his parents intended him, almost from birth, for the Mission field. But he was occasionally allowed to visit his paternal grandfather, a retired hedger, ditcher and thatcher living in wellwooded country a few miles from Folkestone, and here he acquired the appetite for natural history, and especially for collecting and classifying animals and plants, that never deserted him. He began to think that he would like to be a biologist when he grew up.
When Lancelot was ten the maternal grandfather died, leaving his property to his daughter. The Hogbens moved from Southsea to a house on the Stoke Newington estate, and Lancelot was sent to a coeducational Middlesex County Secondary School in the neighbouring borough of Tottenham.
At first his progress there was slow. His family ideology and his lack of enthusiasm for organized sport isolated him from his schoolfellows, and owing to his earlier education at a small private school in Southsea, advertised as for the sons of gentlemen, which his mother had thought better than a Board School where the boys would be 'common', his academic background was inadequate. Fortunately, according to his own account, he had scarlet fever shortly after his fourteenth birthday and missed a school term. There were school books at home belonging to a cousin, a fundamentalist teacher who had stayed with the Hogbens for a while, and with their aid Lancelot discovered what became one of his lifelong pleasures, the excitement of exploring a subject and teaching it to himself. Thereafter he rose to a respected position at the top of his class.
Impressed by this success, his parents were willing to compromise in the matter of his future. He was allowed to study as he wished, with a medical degree understood to be the first objective. The further objectives were not explicitly agreed, though both sides had their different hopes. His was to be a biologist, and in those days a medical degree was very helpful to a biological career. It could also be helpful to a missionary.
He began to spend much of his leisure at the Stoke Newington Public Library, where he found the Cambridge Natural History and other biological works and incidentally became a voracious reader of novels and plays. Soon his ambition, his ability and his formidable industry began to show results. At fifteen, he passed in Latin in Oxford Senior Local and in six other subjects for London University Matriculation. At about sixteen and a half he passed the External London Intermediate Examination in chemistry, physics, botany and zoology, the first three studied at school, the fourth at the L.C.C. Hackney Polytechnic in the evenings. A few days before his seventeenth birthday (after a small dose of B.Sc. zoology at Birkbeck College) he sat his scholarship examination at Trinity College Cambridge, winning a Major Entrance Scholarship.
Trinity College Cambridge and World War I
Hog ben, as we must now call him, moved into the cheapest of the available lodgings in October 1913. He found himself confronted at Trinity by an entirely unfamiliar social milieu. His youth, his frugal economy and his hard-working way of life marked him out from the general run of undergraduates. Soon after his arrival he was invited by his tutor to coffee at eight o'clock, and turned up at eight in the morning-a story typical of several that he used to tell, about his social innocence in those days. He was scornful of much that he saw-very scornful indeed of the size and elaboration of the meals regularly consumed in Hall-and it was at Cambridge that one of his outstanding characteristics first became manifest-a lifelong dislike and mistrust of any cosy Establishment.
His academic career was brilliant. Fond of reading and discussion, disliking most of the formal lectures but enjoying practical work, he was still largely selftaught. He converted his Entrance Scholarship into a Senior Scholarship of £100 per annum in his second Lent Term. By this time he had moved into College. He was nineteen and, surprisingly, already a graduate of the University of London, having taken an External B.Sc. on the side in his fourth term at Cambridge. A First in Part I of the Natural Sciences Tripos came a few months later, together with the Frank Smart Prize for the candidate best in zoology. There existed also a Frank Smart Prize for botany and he has confessed his disappointment at not getting that as well. In botany he was only the runner-up. His third subject was physiology.
His interests were by no means exclusively academic. Soon after arriving at Cambridge he became an active Fabian and often, late into the night, he read the works of Cole, Hobson and the Webbs. He attended public lectures by McTaggart, Bertrand Russell and other celebrated thinkers. He was regularly at C. K. Ogden's Heretics. He was in danger of becoming a chess addict, but realized how absorbing and time consuming the game could be, and gave it up at the end of his first year. More important than any of these developments, in determining the future shape of his life, was the evolution of his religion.
Long before Hogben went up, he had lost any belief in the rigid fundamentalist doctrine of his parents. Even in his early days at Portsmouth he had been troubled by secret doubts. The carefully chosen books allowed into the Hogben household were pored over by a critical and increasingly sceptical young mind. Occasional early contacts with liberal theologians and, later, the resources of the Stoke Newington Public Library finally convinced him that the Genesis story of Creation is a myth and profoundly shook his faith in the Gospel miracles. But he had not abandoned what he regarded as the fundamental principles of Christian faith. He was anti-imperialist, he rebelled against the rigid class structure of our society in those days, and he believed that war-any war-was contrary to the will of God. In these matters he could meet his father on common ground, and during his last school year he submitted, at his parents' plea, to baptism in a fashionable West End chapel.
His tutor at Trinity was Dr E. W. Barnes, mathematician, F.R.S., and sub sequently Lord Bishop of Birmingham, whose rejection of the miraculous con tent of the gospels while retaining their ethical teaching must greatly have helped and strengthened him at this critical time.
Hogben's first year at Cambridge was darkened by the gathering threat of World War I. He could see no difference of principle between 'Deutschland liber Alles' and 'God who made thee mighty Make thee mightier yet' and it was partly because of the eager activity in the Officers Training Corps of several of his Wesleyan Methodist contemporaries that he soon ceased to attend a Method ist church. But he still felt the need to worship. He was taken by a fellow student to a Quaker Adult School led, as it happened, by the geneticist Leonard Don caster, who had examined him for his Entrance Scholarship. 'I already knew of the Quakers' he has written 'as a denomination which had taken an active part in the emancipation of the slaves, that they regarded military service as contrary to the profession of a Christian and that they proclaimed no dogmas to which a modernist could not subscribe' B. L.). He began to attend Quaker meetings for worship. At the end of his first year at Cambridge, shortly before the outbreak of World War I, he became a member.
He continued his studies for a second year but was away from Cambridge for much of his third. The requirements for graduation were the passing of Part I of the Tripos and three years' residence. War work in any capacity was accepted as equivalent to residence, and having passed Part I at the end of his second year Hogben volunteered for non-combatant service in two Quaker organizations during his third. With the War Victims Contingent, he helped to build bungalows in the Marne area for families made homeless by the war, then he transferred to the Friends' Ambulance Unit based on Dunkirk. When Conscription was introduced early in 1916, either of these activities could have secured exemption from military service, but in the eyes of Hogben and many of his companions voluntary service was one thing and conscripted service quite another. He returned to Cambridge, intending, when his call-up papers came, to refuse on conscientious grounds to make any contribution, combatant or not, towards the war which he regarded as evil and futile, and to face such penalties as this might bring.
While waiting he read human anatomy and acted as research assistant to Joseph Barcroft, also a Quaker. His call-up papers did not come until the end of the summer, so he was able to graduate in June. His refusal to serve was followed by interrogation at Cambridge, crew-cut and court martial at a camp on Salisbury Plain, where he refused to be medically examined or to appeal on religious grounds, and thence to imprisonment at Wormwood Scrubs, where his time was mostly spent sewing mail bags in solitary confinement. His health broke down before the end of his initial sentence of three months and, at the instigation of the Friends' Visitation of Prisoners Committee, he was brought before a medical board which discharged him.
For some months Hogben scraped a living in London, mainly by journalism of various kinds. There was no possibility of resuming his studies for a medical degree. He was given a temporary job on the journal of the Peace Society, then he sub-edited the Kentish Times. He wrote articles for George Lansbury's Herald and 'a stuffy literary periodical called The
L.). Two almost simultaneous events restored his purpose and momentum. One was his appointment as lecturer in zoology at Birkbeck College as from September 1917, under Professor H. W. Unthank. This allowed him to start, as he had begun to fear he could never do, on an active career in biological teaching and research. The other was the arrival in London of Enid Charles, a girl of his own age whom he had known at Cambridge. Enid was an ardent socialist and feminist, daughter of a Welsh Congregational Minister. She had followed up Part I of the Mathematics Tripos and Part II Economics with a Diploma of Social Science at Liverpool, and now appeared in London as an organizer for the women's wing of the Trade Union Movement. They moved into a flat in the autumn of 1917 and married shortly afterwards in anticipation of the birth of their first child.
Public and Private Worlds
It was at this stage that Hogben and his wife finally gave up any attempt to rationalize in theist terms the ethical principles on which they based their lives. 'For each of us, socialism now filled the religious vacuum that human nature abhors . . . Much of my mental energy had hitherto been absorbed in a fruitless search for an intellectually compelling rationale to rescue some fragments from the wreckage of my family faith. The mood of liberation I experienced when I offloaded the last lumber of theism from my mental luggage was no less ex hilarating than that of Bunyan's Pilgrim when the burden of sin fell from his back. I was at last free to mobilise all my intellectual resources to pursue a career of scientific research with steadfastness of purpose and, thanks to an over-active thyroid gland, with almost demoniacal energy' ( . B. L.).
We will return later to the thyroid gland. Here we may note something that was not known to many, even of his close companions. After this offloading Hogben kept his connection with the Society of Friends for nearly forty years. Having settled in London, he transferred to a London Meeting in June 1917. Not until 1955 did he decide that views which he had come to hold made it necessary that he should resign. His letter of resignation was written with reluctance, because 'there is still so much in the Friends' Witness and Way of Life which I deeply honour', and many years later, after he had retired to a remote Welsh valley, he was to say, in sober conversation with a Quaker neigh bour, that he often thought of himself as, in essentials, a Friend.
Hogben has set out his philosophy in The Nature of Living Matter (1930e). Here he distinguishes between the public world of communicable ideas and rational discourse and the private world of ethical and aesthetic values which each of us has inside himself and which, he insists, cannot be rationalized. Experimental biology, by taking over regions of enquiry that have hitherto belonged to moral philosophy, continually invades and reduces our private worlds but will never complete their subjugation. 'Thus the new pluralism is ever tending towards a monistic outlook as a limiting case. Such a monism, unlike traditional materialism and traditional idealism, will be regarded not as a formula but as an asymptote.' In the public world Hogben was mechanist, behaviourist, atheist, in his own phrase 'ethically neutral', but he looked for direction to tho unquestioned ethical imperatives of his private world. Perhaps we may find in this pluralism an explanation of the frequent saying of his I m an atheist, thank God'-which is still remembered in the valley.
Professional Career
London Hogben taught for two sessions at Birkbeck, then accepted the offer of a place in Professor E. W. MacBride's department in the Royal College of Science, one of the three 'integral parts' of the Imperial College of Science and Tech nology.
He was unable while at Birkbeck to fulfil his ambition of working on com parative physiology because in those days the department lacked facilities for experimental work. He therefore started off in a different direction. In his Trinity days his Director of Studies, Clive Forster Cooper, had interested him in vertebrate osteology and palaeontology and his first published paper (1919) was on the progressive reduction of the jugal bone in the Mammalia. His interest in palaeontology was later revived by his friendships with Broom in South Africa and Stanley Westoll in Aberdeen, but he wrote only one other contribution to the subject, a brief paper extending and correcting the first. It was never published; the typescript was lost in Norway when he was in flight from the invading Nazis in 1940 (p. 203) .
Hogben next turned his attention to chromosome cytology at the suggestion of Leonard Doncaster. He wrote six papers in this field, which earned him a London D.Sc. in 1921. The most important of his results was the demonstration that in synapsis the chromosomes of the cockroach come together side by side (parasynapsis), not end to end (telosynapsis). The concept of parasynapsis was pivotal in the theoretical structure of T. H. Morgan and his school at Columbia, who were mapping the positions of the genes on the chromosomes of Drosophila, but Farmer and Moore had asserted in a celebrated paper that no parasynapsis occurs in Periplaneta. Hogben found that Farmer and Moore had missed the crucial stage-a stage which happens so quickly that he had to section literally hundreds of cockroach gonads before he was sure of it. The work was completed at the Imperial College, where Farmer was professor in another department. Invited to see Hogben's preparations, he conceded on looking at the first that he had been wrong; to Hogben's chagrin, he declared it unnecessary to examine the twenty or so confirmatory slides lined up for his admiration. Subsequent visits by T. H. Morgan and H. J. Muller to see the preparations were consola tion enough.
Meanwhile, Hogben was politically alive. Before the earliest of his scientific papers appeared in print he had published a book about Alfred Russel Wallace, the biologist and socialist, which was also an ardent declaration of his own humanist faith (1918a). Not for Hogben a life devoted to the scholarly pursuit of knowledge for its own sake. 'The method of science requires a mind fixed intently on the outer side of things. It is not concerned with values: values are of the soul and are manufactured neither by experiment nor logic . . . In being a scientist it is necessary to cease for the moment to be human.' But the scientist should not forget his humanity. Too often 'the men whose discoveries were revolutionising industry and social structure alike pursued their investigations with a relentless tenacity, regardless of whither the application of their research was leading mankind, or content to leave future generations to solve the per plexities which presented themselves.' Wallace 'was great because he added to the scientific knowledge of his time; but greater, because he was inflamed with a lofty idealism that sought to place the possibilities of science at the service of mankind.' He stood out from his contemporaries as 'the one great scientist who had the faith and the courage to devote his thought to the experiment of re organising society on the foundation of goodwill, the one great investigator, who after a long life of untiring research, still retained the divine madness of youth and the vision of the city Beautiful. ' Hogben later revised his vocabulary. His soul became his private world (p. 189). But he consistently believed, and taught, that scientific knowledge, rationally applied in a socially reconstructed world, could bring about what he was to call 'The Age of Plenty'-not an age of luxurious extravagance but an age in which war and poverty have been abolished and the fundamental needs of all humanity are satisfied. Moreover, as an essential preparation for the necessary reorganization, the full potential of scientific discovery must be known and understood by all responsible people. The current educational system is designed to produce docile experts rather than citizens prepared for drastic social changes. Returning to Wallace, 'his mentality was never cramped by an academic training, and his early youth was passed, not in the sheltered seclusion of public school life but in intimate contact with the vital problems of everyday existence . . . The academies are rarely the home of new thought; they are most conspicuously the clearing-house for obsolete ideas.' As for knowledge for its own sake, 'European and American society is permeated with the virus of intellectual aimlessness . .. science has brought forth chaos, because the thought which created it had no conscious direction or moral purpose ' (1918a) .
It was with these colours firmly nailed to the mast that Lancelot Hogben launched himself on a predictably stormy academic career.
In the early twenties he tried his hand at left-wing labour politics but soon found that his inability to compromise or to suffer fools gladly (his own form of words) unfitted him for that kind of work (L. B. L.). He was happier, and more effective, as a journalist. Ivor Montagu (who, like the present writer, studied for a time under Hogben at the Royal College of Science before going to Cambridge) writes: 'He was one of a group of young scientists who found a great interest and social-conscience satisfaction in explaining current scientific problems in popular radical terms to the left-wing readership of the Plebs League.' He also found time to sharpen his weapons; while at the Royal College of Science he extended his knowledge of mathematics by attending lectures by his friend Hyman Levy, then in the Department of Mathematics in the same building, and doing his homework while commuting by train from his cottage near Amersham.
Edinburgh {1922-25)
For Hogben, the most important outcome of his cytological work was his association with Frank Crew.
For an account of Crew's life and work, and of the close friendship which developed between the two men, the reader may consult Hogben's memoir of Crew in this series (1974a) . At the time with which we are here concerned Crew had just been appointed Director of the newly created Animal Breeding Research Laboratory in Edinburgh, and was installing himself, on shoestring finances, in a laboratory improvised from a long-disused fever hospital. Excited by the work of the Columbia group, he felt that he should have a cytologist on his staff and, hearing of Hogben, he turned up unannounced at the Royal College to offer him the Deputy Directorship.
Hogben had to explain that he was no longer working on chromosome cytology. The Royal College department had adequate facilities for experimental investigations and Hogben was now busy with comparative endocrinology. But he could teach cytology, and his new interests fitted in well at Edinburgh where the veteran endocrinologist Sharpey Schafer was Professor of Physiology. So he went. His salary at Edinburgh was supplemented by the award of the Mackinnon Research Studentship of the Royal Society.
Outside the laboratory, he found it hard to adapt to his new milieu. 'The grey buildings and the bleak winds of the city itself haimonised with its Sabba tarian gloom and Calvinistic creed. As seat of the Scottish Law Lords and Scot tish Ministries it had a highly inbred elite which preserved in the early twenties a social tradition of pervasive Victorian propriety and Victorian pomposity en rapport with its bogus Acropolis within sight of Waverley Station. Social intercourse within the University was rigidly hierarchical. A yawning gap between the salaries of the best paid lecturers and those of a professor reinforced the social barriers which local etiquette prescribed' (L. B. L.). So he did his best to build an ecological niche in which he could dwell; for example, by keeping open house on Saturday evenings for the students' Socialist Society and others interested, where no subject of conversation was barred.
The work in Crew's institute was of course strenuous and exciting and a stream of visiting research workers-including Julian Huxley, J. B. S. Haldane, F. R. Winton and Gavin de Beer-helped to keep it so.
While still in London, Hogben's attention had been attracted by recent American work on the action of internal secretions on amphibian metamorphosis and colour change. He had made a preliminary reconnaissance of the field with Julian Huxley (1922a), then settled down to a thorough experimental investiga tion of amphibian colour response. The immediate outcome was a group of papers published from London and Edinburgh, most of them in collaboration with F. R. Winton. Their demonstration of the role of a substance secreted by the pars intermedia of the pituitary gland in controlling amphibian pigment cells laid a firm foundation for the important series of studies of the pigmentary effector system by Hogben and various colleagues whose main results were discussed in his Croonian Lecture of 1942. He was the first to describe hypophysect°my by the ventral approach (1923a). 'It is probably true to say that he was the first to accomplish a really successful hypophysectomy of any vertebrate, and this was because his method was simple, rapid, and did not involve any manipulation of the brain' (Waring 1963) . It soon became the standard pro cedure. A similar operation was independently developed by Krogh in connec tion with his studies on capillary control R.). Hogben's book The Pigmentary Effector System (1924), important in its day, not only summarized his early work on amphibia but also critically reviewed the literature on the physiology of colour response in all the groups of animals which were then known to show it.
After a year in Crew's laboratory Hogben moved to a senior lectureship in Sharpey Schafer's department, where he made studies, some of them in col laboration, on other aspects of pituitary activity (1924d, e; 1925a, b) . These include a paper, with Schlapp and Macdonald, prescribing what remained for many years the most reliable method for the standardization of pressor activity.
Meanwhile he fitted other strings to his bow. As an undergraduate he had attended the Easter Class at the Plymouth Laboratory of the Marine Biological Association of the U.K. and had marvelled at the richness and abundance of the invertebrate fauna. He now applied successfully for the Association's Ray Lankester Investigatorship. This meant that he could spend the spring and summer vacations of 1924 and 1925 at Plymouth. The first results were a paper (with A. D. Hobson) on the action of vertebrate endocrines, and another on the action of electrolyes, on rhythmic muscles from various invertebrates (1924c; 1925c) . With Carl Pantin, he devised a new and extremely simple method for studying the dissociation of haemocyanin (1925d; 1927b) .
The
1 Journal of Experimental ' and the S.E.B. It was at Edinburgh that Hogben played his seminal role in the founding of the Journal of Experimental Biology. Already in London he had seen the need for a new journal to publish papers in experimental zoology; he had mentioned the idea to H. G. Wells who gave advice and offered to guarantee a limited financial loss. Later, in Edinburgh, Hogben broached the idea to Frank Crew, and with the enthusiastic moral support of Haldane and Huxley and financial backing from Crew's compensation for war wounds the first numbers of the journal were published by Oliver and Boyd with Crew as editor. The story of how the four 'Founding Fathers' decided that a Society was needed to back the new Journal and called a conference at Birkbeck College to inaugurate the Society for Experimental Biology and how the floundering neonatal Society was stabilized by G. P. Bidder's invention of the Company of Biologists Ltd has been told elsewhere (1966 and Wells 1976) .
Montreal ( ) Hogben's next move was to Montreal, as Assistant Professor of Medical Zoology in McGill University. With his wife and three children he sailed for Quebec, third class on a C.P.R. liner, in September 1925. Less than eighteen months later, in January 1927, the family was to set out again, this time by Elder Dempster cargo boat, on the long sea journey to Cape Town, where he was to take up his first appointment to a Chair.
At Montreal, the academic year 'began with the first frost in late autumn and continued without a break till the beginning of the great spring thaw ( B. L.) . and the long cold winter meant that only stock laboratory animals and green house plants were readily available for research. His most important original work during this period was a series of papers, two of them with Kathleen Pinhey, in which he improved the haemocyanin method and used it to make comparative studies of bloods-some sent from Plymouth of a variety of invertebrates (1926b, c; 1927b-d) .
While at McGill, Hogben corrected the proofs of two more books. The first was his Comparative Physiology (1926) . The average textbook of physiology at that time was almost entirely restricted to the mammal, coupled with the central nervous system, heart and hind legs of the frog. The average textbook of zoology -like the average zoology course-consisted almost entirely of a group-by group catalogue of the Animal Kingdom, emphasizing morphology and classi fication and speculating about phyletic relationships. 'There is, as far as I know, no work in English which aims at giving an account of the physiology of the lower organisms' wrote Hogben in his preface, and he produced an exciting book, based on his teaching at Edinburgh, aimed both at the advanced student of zoology who knows very little physiology and the medical student who wishes to broaden his physiological background. The second, written for more advanced readers, was a clear and comprehensive review of what was then known about the comparative physiology of internal secretion (1927e).
Cape Town ( 1 On the long sea journey to Cape Town, the public Hogben watched whales and sea birds, marvelled at the various kinds of phosphorescence, and learnt from the ship's officers how to take one's bearings from the stars. The private Hogben wrote poetry, completing a volume that he later published pseudonymously (1932h).
On arrival, he found to his delight a zoologist's paradise, with profusion of living animals for teaching and research. The laboratory stood less than a mile from a fertile rocky beach. Behind the laboratory, the wooded slopes at the foot of Table Mountain offered a plentiful cryptofauna under stones and logs. The ponds of the Cape Flats had abundance of the aquatic 'clawed toad', Xenopus l a e v i s , an animal apparently pre-adapted for the experimental laboratory. The department had hitherto made little use of these riches. Hogben has de scribed his predecessor as a 'dedicated necrophilist' B. L.). The first year course in zoology had been based on the conventional British type system-the detailed, mainly anatomical study of a series of representatives of different animal groups, chosen mainly because of their ready availability in Englandand he found great store of appropriate type material, pickled in formalin, which had made the long sea journey from Britain (including dogfishes from Plymouth, as Mr Jack Warren clearly remembers). This was all thrown away at once. His teaching was to be based on local material, as far as possible alive.
The department needed to be fitted out for experimental work. It 'had not even school chemistry laboratory equipment such as burettes, pipettes or a good balance' (L. B. L.). Fortunately it was about to be rehoused in a new building, not yet complete, and Hogben arrived in time, and was given adequate funds, to redesign and equip the interior.
'In such a setting, teaching was a joy' ( . B. L.) . His first year course, includ ing the demonstration and practical work, is set out in his Principles of Animal Biology (1930d) . In the first practical class, the students learnt how to use a microscope by watching fertilization and early development in the sea urchin and thereafter work with living material, including lecture-bench physiological experiments, played an important part in the course. His students dissected preserved specimens, examined skeletons and visited the Department's museum, but less time was spent on these activities than was then customary in British universities. The approach to anatomy was functional and the comparative studies were selected illustrations of general principles. In the lecture theatre, there was frequent reference to unsolved problems currently under investiga tion, and to possible human applications of what was being learnt.
Hogben's seemingly insatiable appetite for teaching found additional, extra mural outlets. When he arrived 'the Education Department of Cape Town had decided to introduce Biology as a compulsory subject into the school curriculum; but then there were as yet few, if any, qualified teachers. At 5.00 p.m. I put on a duplicate course of my morning undergraduate lectures for teachers . . . It was indeed a challenge to deal with a more critical audience than the docile recipients of instruction earlier in the day. Also it earned me the friendship of Freddie (later Sir Frederick) Clarke, then Professor of Education in Cape Town, but later Director of the London Institute of Education. At his request I met weekly his students for the Education Diploma with carte blanche to talk about anything' (P. R.). For much of the time during the latter course he talked about mathematics from a humanist viewpoint. The talks were to grow, a few years later, into Mathematics for the Million.
Meanwhile he built up an active school of experimental research. The workers included his wife, now an enthusiastic biologist. The bibliography shows the variety of those projects in which he participated directly. His main preoccupa tion was in one way or another with the endocrine physiology of Xenopus, which is better suited in many ways for such work than the common British frog. He soon had large stocks of partially and wholly hypophysectomized animals which lived in the laboratory for years; their use avoided the possible distortion of results by shock following recent major operation. With Gordon (1930b) he established that the melanophore-expanding hormone was identical with neither the pressor nor the oxytocic component of posterior lobe extracts. With Slome (1929; 1931b) he studied the colour changes of Xenopus quantitatively by comparison of the pigment cells (easily seen in the web of the foot) with standard drawings of cells in five numbered stages of expansion. Very slight effects could be precisely recorded by working statistically with large numbers of toads. Thus they showed that the cells respond directly to illumination, expanding very slightly in light and contracting in darkness, these 'primary responses being much smaller than the responses to background brought about by endocrine control. They also found evidence for the existence of two antagonistic hormones, the well-established B-substance of the posterior lobe and a more elusive Wsubstance acting in the opposite sense. This evidence came partly from com parison of the time curves for transition from white to black background response and vice versa, and partly from the fact that removal of the anterior lobe produces permanent darkening in Xenopus but not in Rana; the anterior lobe of Xenopus, but not of Rana, involves the pars tuberalis, which therefore comes under suspicion as the source of the W-substance. To their disappoint ment, Hogben and Slome were unable consistently to prepare active extracts which would antagonize the effect of removal of the anterior lobe.
Hogben had originally supposed that the melanophores are controlled by fluctuation in the amount of one hormone only, the B-substance, and this remained for many years the generally held opinion among workers on colour response. Waring, in his review of 1963, wrote that the two-hormone hypothesis had powerful attractions, but that nobody was going to be happy about it until the W-substance was isolated. Recent work has shown that the one-hormone hypothesis is very much too simple; the pars tuberalis plays an active part; but the picture is even more complicated than Hogben had envisaged.
It was of course found as a by-product of the colour response work that hypophysectomy and injection of pituitary extracts affect the physiology of Xenopus in other ways and one of them turned out to be of great practical interest. Hogben noted that the ovaries of Xenopus degenerate either after removal of the eyes or after removal of the anterior lobe of the pituitary, and also that injection of anterior pituitary extract caused female clawed toads to lay eggs (1930a; 1931c) . At that time the identity of the gonadotrophic substance in the urine of pregnant women and the anterior lobe hormone was generally accepted, so the possibility presented itself that Xenopus would be convenient and economical material for pregnancy testing. However, this observation was made shortly before Hogben left Cape Town for London, and serious technical difficulties had to be overcome before the Hogben pregnancy test, as it was named by Crew, was useful in practice (see p. 205).
Hogben left Cape Town after only three years, in spite of the profusion of its fauna and the many friendships which he made there. The main reason for his departure was the gathering threat of apartheid.
Soon after their arrival, Enid and he had begun again to keep open house on Saturday nights, as they had done in Edinburgh. He has remarked that, with Cape brandy at eighteen pence a bottle, this cost them next to nothing. The original nucleus consisted of senior students and junior teaching staff, but soon many of the Cape Town intelligentsia, outside the University, began to come too. The company was curiously mixed and the conversation was often outspokenly anti-apartheid. Hogben admitted a sizable number of coloured students into his first year class and from time to time addressed meetings of student societies on the racial issue. Socially he drew no colour bar. Neither Enid nor he was politically active in the ordinary sense of the term, but they were well known to be sympathetic and helpful to the blacks; on one occasion, for example, they rescued two native leaders who were hiding in the country from a lynch gang of local farmers and drove them, hidden in the boot of a car, to the comparative safety of Cape Town's District Six. The pressure for apart heid mounted, and 'by the beginning of 1929 the prospect was not at all healthy for university staff who openly opposed the Government's racial policy ' (L. B. L.) . As a professor, and incidentally as president of the students' Rational ist Society, he felt particularly vulnerable, and began to think of moving elsewhere.
It was lucky for him that the British Association visited Cape Town in 1929. Their Report shows an impressive list of talks and demonstrations from his department to the Zoology and Physiology sections. This contributed greatly to the success of the meetings and to his rapidly growing scientific reputation in the United Kingdom.
At the same meeting he also appeared in another role. General Smuts had recently published his philosophical doctrine of Holism. In the words of T. M. Forsyth, who carried the message to the Psychology section, 'Holism means the tendency to the origination and development of wholes or unities in nature or the universe generally. As thus defined, holism is a principle or concept in the philosophy of science that claims to replace, or at least to supplement, that of mechanism.' There was a joint discussion of the Zoology, Botany and Physi ology sections on The Nature of L i f e , introduced by Smuts him eight speakers included J. S. Haldane, Hogben and Eddington. As expected, Hogben spoke in vigorous opposition to Holism and Vitalism, but he found that the allocated thirty-five minutes was not nearly enough for all he wanted to say and in the following year he published a full account of his views on natural philo sophy in the light of contemporary biology in The Nature of Living Matter (1930e).
Two thirds of this stimulating and provocative book are devoted to the development of Hogben's 'publicist' viewpoint (p. 189). The remaining third, significant as providing a launching pad for much of Hogben's future research, discusses the implications of the atomistic interpretation of inheritance, whose acceptance necessitated a re-examination of many traditional biological concepts. His two main targets were the picture of evolution by natural selection as drawn by Darwin and the political and social bias of current eugenics, in which much was assumed without valid scientific evidence to be due to heredity. 'Accepting the most conservative allowance, it may be stated with some confidence that the contribution of environment to the intelligence quotient is at least as large as the recorded differences between racial and occupational groups subject to different environmental influence.' The biologist should be 'primarily concerned with sterilizing the instruments of research before undertaking surgical opera tions upon the body politic.' Hogben's views on eugenics were already forming in his days at the Royal College of Science, where his professor, E. W. MacBride, was a pillar of the Eugenics Society. He gave them a public airing soon after his arrival in South Africa, in a book which he prescribed as one of the texts for his first year course (1927f)-a procedure which can hardly have pleased the authorities. By the time the fuller treatment in The Nature of Living Matter had appeared, he had moved on. Soon after the British Association had left Cape Town he set off on a job-hunting visit to London, and two months later he was back with the offer of a new and potentially very interesting Chair. 'In treating human biology as an integral part of the study of human society . . . I was following the Founders faithfully-more faithfully than I realised at the time. The Webbs wanted economics to be a Science rather than an Art for University purposes; they wanted to see it pursued by the scientific methods used in other organic sciences; they wanted mathematics and biology as the preliminary subjects for the economics degree . . .' The new Professor was to be a first-rate scientist, active in his science, and need have no formal teaching duties. The atmosphere at the School tended to be political rather than scientific and the hope was that his appointment would help to swing the balance the other way.
Social Biology at the London School of Economics
In the early twenties Hogben had known Harold Laski, who became a Professor at the L.S.E. Laski heard that Hogben was in London and introduced him to Beveridge; they discussed the project; and Hogben was duly invited to become the first (and, as it turned out, the last) occupant of the new Chair.
It was no part of the bargain that Hogben should cease to study comparative physiology. A building was found in Houghton Street which grants from the Medical Research Council and the Rockefeller Foundation enabled him to equip for experimental work. Soon he moved in with a group of research workers, two technicians, both of whom were later to graduate in the Uni versity, and plenty of rabbits and clawed toads. But he felt that experimental zoology was not enough by itself to justify his occupancy of a Chair of Social Biology. A more direct contribution to the solution of human problems was called for. In The Nature of Living Matter and again in his inaugural lecture at the L.S.E., he expressed his contempt for the genetic evidence on which current eugenics and the intensifying racism in South Africa and Nazi Germany were based. He now began to devise mathematical methods for the study of human genetics, in constant correspondence and often in friendly controversy with J. B. S. Haldane, and to try them out by applying them to clinical problems. There resulted a series of papers whose main conclusions were presented in the William Withering lectures for 1933 in the University of Birmingham and in two outstanding books (1931g; 1933g) . Later (1936) this work was to win him the Keith Gold Medal of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
Many other aspects of social biology were investigated in Houghton Street. The distinguished demographer R. R. Kuczynski, arriving in London as a refugee from Nazi Germany, was welcomed and settled down to work on differential fertility and population growth. Enid Charles turned increasingly from experimental zoology to population statistics, working partly in collabora tion with Kuczynski. Hogben initiated a series of statistical enquiries, by J. L. Gray and others, into the wastage through lack of educational opportunity of ability as measured by intelligence tests, and also made a study with Louis Herrman of the responses of monozygotic and dizygotic twins to the same tests (1933b). Their conclusion: 'Contrary to a widely spread belief which attributes differences in I.Q. predominantly to genetic differences, it is extremely unlikely that genetic differences account for more than one-half of the mean differences among offspring of the same parent having the same birth-rank and brought up together in the same family environment.' Much of this work was collected in Political A r i t h m e t i c , a symposium of papers by seven members of the Department, titled, edited and introduced by Hogben himself.
At the same time, as his publications show, he pressed ahead with physiological experiments along lines opened up at Cape Town. With Slome, he explored the receptive mechanism of the background responses in Xenopus, and showed that they depend on two separately localized retinal areas receptive to different wave lengths (1936b). Other researches were directed towards the pregnancy test (p. 205).
Though the Department was primarily a Research Department, Hogben had no wish to cut it off from the teaching work of the School. With his colleagues, he offered short advanced courses on genetical and demographic subjects and also a lecture course on elementary biology with laboratory demonstrations, for social science and mental health diploma students.
Soon after his arrival at the L.S.E. Hogben bought a thatched cottage on the fringe of Dartmoor, where he installed his children and a housekeeper. Such a cottage could be got in those days for two or three hundred pounds. Enid and he spent most of the week in a one-room flat in the Inns of Court, less than five minutes' walk from Houghton Street. They travelled to Devon and back most weekends, by comfortable trains in which they could read and write. This life style allowed occasional visits to the Plymouth laboratory, where he studied the control mechanism of colour response in elasmobranch fishes and showed that it is essentially the same as in amphibia (1936a). He also served on the genetical and sex-hormone committees of the M.R.C.
Although Hogben's seven-year stay at the L.S.E. was his longest in any one place so far, he found his position unsatisfactory in one important respect. There was no place in the curriculum for teaching experimental zoology, and therefore no supply of recruits for his experimental research when his original team, most of whom had come with him from South Africa to study for higher medical qualifications, began to disperse. At the same time he was out of sympathy with the outlook and demeanour of many of those who attended his General Science lectures or met him when he accepted invitations to take the chair at student meetings. He was not a Marxist (1939b), and 'a very sizeable and truculent minority of them had communist party cards' B. L.). To these, as to several of his friends of the twenties who had now joined the party, his individual brand of socialism and the tempered materialism of The Nature of Living Matter were unacceptable, and they made no secret of their disapproval.
There was another cause for Hogben's discontent in his later L.S.E. years. He was elected into the Royal Society in 1936, but he thought, as many of his friends did, that he should have got in sooner. He had begun to suspect that enemies were keeping him out. He had always taken the outward signs of academic success very seriously, and those who knew him well can remember his extreme misery, almost despair, when he heard that X or Y had been preferred, and he must wait for at least another year.
Once again the thought of moving stirred in his mind, and when he heard that Beveridge, for whom he had a high regard and on whose support he depended, would probably leave the L.S.E. to become Master of University College, Oxford, he began to look around. He left at the same time as Beveridge, to succeed James Ritchie as Regius Professor of Natural History in the University of Aberdeen.
Mathematics for the Million and Science for the Citizen
Hogben's most successful book-a fact of which he hated in later life to be reminded-was written in hospital. He went down in 1933 with streptococcal septicaemia and a tonsillectomy followed by operations on his antra and frontal sinuses. To pass away the time, or so he has said (L. B. L.), he wrote up his South African mathematics lectures as Mathematics for the Million. In fact the book was written with great seriousness of purpose, in obedience to his humanist creed. He believed that 'without a knowledge of mathematics, the grammar of science and order, we cannot plan the rational society in which there will be leisure for all and poverty for none'. This planning is not a matter to be left to so-called experts; we have 'to learn the language of size in self-defence, because no society is safe in the hands of its clever people ' (1936e) .
Mathematics for the Million is a self-educator, not a facile popularization. The reader is enjoined to have squared paper, pencil and rubber at hand and to work through all of the examples and test questions with which it bristles. Further, in chapter after chapter it relates mathematics to fundamental social problems. 'The customary way of writing a book about mathematics is to show how each step follows logically from the one before, without telling you what use there will be in taking it. This book is written to show you how each step follows historically from the step before, and what use it will be to you or someone else if it is taken.' Pure mathematicians detest it.
Hogben had no idea when he wrote it of the reception his book was to get. He offered it, free of royalties or any other payments, to the publisher of a Socialist Book Club, with the condition that it should be published anonymously because he supposed that it might prejudice his chances of election into the Royal Society. The publisher rejected it with the comment that 'mathe matics is a worst seller'. Then the typescript was laid to rest in a drawer. About two years later Warder Norton, his American publisher, remarked at lunch that 'there would, in his view, be a big market for a book if it could do for mathe matics what Wells had done for history in his ' (L. B. L.). Hogben replied that he had something that might perhaps do. The typescript was exhumed and shown to Norton who jumped at it. Hogben's sketched illustra tions were attractively redrawn by his friend Frank Horrabin, and Mathematics for the Million was launched.
Its success has been spectacular. After selling over half a million copies it is still in print in the U.K. and U.S.A. It has been revised four times and published in at least 15 other languages.
Hogben followed up with Science for the Citizen, another self-educator based on a course of lectures. He had at first no formal teaching duties at the L.S.E. When the Civil Service Commissioners prescribed a paper on general science, Beveridge asked him whether he would lecture once a week to Civil Service candidates. He welcomed the opportunity of building up a cultural course in natural science for students trained in other disciplines, and wrote up his lecture notes as a book on the train journeys between London and Devon.
His approach is again historical. As for the plan: 'The chapters which follow will not adopt the customary division of science into separate disciplines, such as chemistry or biology. The topics dealt with will be grouped under six main themes: the story of man's conquest of time reckoning and earth measurement, of material substitutes, of new power resources, of disease, of hunger, and of behaviour'. The conclusion: the powers which the human race now has at its disposal must be generally known and generally understood. We urgently need a new orientation of educational values and new qualifications for civic responsi bility. 'Under a stable system of world government, to which all nations, kindreds and tongues must surrender a measure of national sovereignty, we can assuredly enter the Promised Land of Plenty . . . the alternative is an end like the end foretold by the writer of the Apocalypse' (1938b).
Once again Frank Horrabin was called in as illustrator. In the event, the English language sales of the second of the 'Primers for the Age of Plenty' were substantially less than those of the first. Nevertheless, they came near to two hundred thousand, and with four revisions (including chapters on atomic energy by Mr Richard Knight) and about eleven translations Science for the Citizen cannot be called unsuccessful.
Aberdeen, and round the world ( ) Before Hogben's arrival the Aberdeen zoology department had been staffed by three (a professor and two others). Their teaching load was heavy and they had published no original research for many years. Fortunately the preclinical teaching departments were in the act of moving out of the Marischal College building to new quarters and Hogben lost no time in claiming a large share of the vacated space. Partly by introducing new research workers and partly by lightening the teaching load on the existing lecturers, and with the aid of gener ous grants from the Rockefeller Foundation and the Medical and Agricultural Research Councils, he soon had a vigorous school of experimental zoology in active production. He put his own name to only one paper published while he was at Aberdeen, though he has left with the Royal Society a list of several investigations on which he started, some of them in collaboration with R. M. Neill, which were unfinished because of World War II. They include the nature of Bidder's organ in the male toad and of Syrski's organ in the silver eel, the role of internal secretion in the winter coat of the stoat, the possibility and outcome, if any, of mating terrier with fox, and two projects, financed by the Agricultural Research Council, on river ecology with special reference to the food and growth of salmon and trout. Also he contributed, by initial suggestion and guidance, to most of the twenty or so papers published from his Department. H. Waring, who had independently studied colour response in Elasmobranchs at Millport while Hogben was doing the same at Plymouth and now joined his staff, has thanked him for 'stimulus, intellectual substrate, facilities, unstinted help without the now common predation of putting his name on my papers' (Waring
1963).
The teaching curriculum was revised along the lines he had followed at Cape Town.
His relations with many of his professorial colleagues were unfortunately short of cordial. He arrived in Aberdeen to find a social set-up similar to that which had so depressed him in Edinburgh and once again he made for himself a congenial niche. With his Mathematics for the Million royalties he bought a large rambling house standing in two acres of ground on the fringe of Old Aberdeen and here he revived his habit of keeping open house on Saturday evenings, for his staff and for others at the University or the four local research institutes to whom whisky and uninhibited conversation appealed. His manner towards his students was informal; he liked them to address him as 'Uncle Lancelot', and several of the professoriate thought him deficient in proper classconsciousness.
It was at this period that Hogben first got interested in comparative linguistics. He was infected by Sir John Boyd Orr, then Director of the Institute of Animal Nutrition at Aberdeen, with enthusiasm for Scottish national culture and soon his restless mind was gathering information about local dialects and especially the contribution of Scandinavian words to the more northern ones. An invitation to visit Gunnar Dahlberg, Director of the Statens Rasbiologiska Institutet in Uppsala, with whom the Hogbens had corresponded about mathematical genetics and differential fertility, was eagerly accepted and became the first of a series of trips to various Scandinavian countries, in which one of his ob jectives was to make comparative studies of their languages.
His new interest led him to propose two changes in the Faculty of Arts, both unsuccessfully. When the Chair of English fell vacant, he pressed for the appointment of a successor with the phonetic expertise to put the dialects of the Scottish countryside on tape, before their submergence by mass communi cation media, and later, on the retirement of the Professor of Spanish he wanted the Department to be replaced by one of Scandinavian Studies. He has written bitterly of these defeats: 'The Faculty of Arts was then ultra-conservative. When a proposal with a flavour of innovation was under discussion, they invariably had the support of the professors of theology, themselves about as numerous as those of medicine' (L. B. L.) . On the whole, the Science Faculty supported Hogben, but they were 'as usually' in a minority.
The last of his trips abroad was dramatic, and unexpectedly prolonged. It began during the phoney war, in March 1940. He went to lecture in the Uni versities of Oslo and Copenhagen on the genetical credentials of Nazi race theories, and incidentally to bring back his elder daughter Sylvia, who had been with the Dahlbergs in Stockholm and now joined him in Norway. On the morning after the last of the Oslo lectures they set out for the airport to fly to Copenhagen, to discover that the Blitzkrieg had begun with the German in vasion of Norway. The airport had been bombed and taken over. German troops were in control of the harbour and soon began to patrol the streets in trucks bristling with machine guns. The railway and the main roads to the frontiers had been cut. Hogben and his daughter were fortunately able to persuade the driver of an empty lorry to take them that night to a small frontier village where they escaped,with little more than their passports, into Sweden.
The next problem was how to get home again. There was a hope, which faded, that a route would develop through Narvik. They stayed with the Dahlbergs for two months, raising money by translating scientific books and articles from Swedish into English. Then they flew to Moscow, crossed to Vladivostok in the Trans-Siberian Railway, sailed to Japan and on to San Francisco, and finally arrived by train in New York. On the way he wrote a book about his adventures (1940b).
In America, the Hogben family were able to get together briefly for almost the last time. His elder son Adrian had been studying at the State University of Wisconsin for two years and here Sylvia was enrolled as a student. Enid Charles had newly arrived in Ottawa with their two younger children, to become Census Research Specialist at the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Hogben accepted the offer of a one-semester visiting professorship to teach mathematical genetics at Wisconsin. From the proceeds of this and of a lecture tour he could pay for his passage to Britain (he had failed to get money sent out from home) and, having organized his American royalties in support of his family, he sailed from New York on the Georgic, arriving at the battered dockside of Liverpool two weeks later, in February 1941.
He stayed on at Aberdeen for a few months only. Research was made difficult by the dispersal of most of his staff on war work, and the disharmony between himself and many of his professorial colleagues was exacerbated by a suggestion that he could have come back more quickly. Soon after his return to Aberdeen came an invitation to succeed Munro Fox as Professor of Zoology in Birming ham, and this he was glad to accept.
The Loom of Language
The third of the 'Primers for the Age of Plenty' was completed during Hogben's last months at Aberdeen (Bodmer 1944) .
It is first and foremost a self-educator for the home student brought up to speak Anglo-American who wishes to learn a new language, but 'Like that of its predecessor, Science for the Citizen, the project of The Loom of Language is based on the conviction that the orientation of studies in our schools, universities and Adult Education Movement does not provide a sufficient equipment for the constructive tasks of the society in which we live, that radical changes in the scope and methods of education are a necessary condition of continued social progress. ' The Loom grew out of Hogben's interest in the comparative anatomy and evolution of the Scandinavian languages (p. 202). He discovered that the comparative approach made them much easier to learn. Many years earlier, he had made a similar discovery, when required to teach the detailed structure of the skulls of the rabbit and frog to medical students. 'Taken by themselves a more meaningless collection of tedious trivialities could hardly be demanded . . . I soon found that the only way in which I could make the students remember what they were expected to know was to teach them much more ' (1939b) . He gave a sketch of vertebrate evolution, though the syllabus made no mention of fossils, and showed how the two skulls had diverged from a common ancestral one. It worked; their understanding of the evolutionary picture helped the students to memorize the details.
The Loom of Language follows that plan. It starts by describing the origins, evolution and classification of the languages of the world ('The Natural History of Language'). It proceeds to show in detail how Anglo-American is composed of Romance, Teutonic and Greek elements and how we can take advantage of this fact to get a good working knowledge of the languages which our nearest neighbours speak ('Our Hybrid Heritage)'. Finally, it turns to what its authors regard as one of the foremost needs of our time, the devising of a satisfactory auxiliary language, not to replace but to supplement existing national languages as a means of international communication ('The World Language Problem'). It argues that an auxiliary, better in many ways than existing invented or adap ted international languages, could be based on the Latin and Greek roots which have become cosmopolitan in the vocabulary of scientific discovery. In another book, written during empty hours of fire-watching in Aberdeen and Birmingham, Hogben showed that such a language could be constructed (1943b); an 8000-word dictionary of his 'Interglossa' was prepared but not published.
Hogben was never a professional linguist. The writing of The Loom of Language was made possible by the arrival in Britain of a suitable collaborator, whom Hogben had known as lecturer in German in his Cape Town days. Like Hogben, Frederick Bodmer was ill-adapted to the South African political climate, and when he arrived in Britain at the beginning of 1939 on a sabbatical year, he was easily persuaded to stay and undertake the writing of the Loom from an agreed synopsis. Having procured a substantial advance from the publishers, Hogben installed Bodmer in a rented highland croft on Deeside to get on with it. How ever, he frequently visited Bodmer, both before and after his involuntary world tour, and although on Hogben's insistence the Loom was published in Bodmer's name it was edited and partly rewritten by Hogben, who also contributed the final chapter.
As for its reception, the English language sales of the Loom exceeded 130 000, distributed roughly equally between Britain and America. Being aimed especially at speakers of Anglo-American, it was not published in any other language.
The Hogben pregnancy diagnosis test
Hogben's work at Cape Town on the actions of anterior pituitary extracts on the ovaries of clawed toads had suggested to him and to his colleagues that Xenopus might provide ideal material for detecting excretion of the hormone in the urine of women during pregnancy (p. 196) . But Xenopus responds by ovarian atrophy if kept in the laboratory under even slightly unfavourable conditions and it was first necessary to discover and prescribe the correct con ditions of nutrition, water supply, temperature, illumination and tank popu lation density to maintain healthy ovarian activity. This was undertaken by a group at the London School of Economics, notably including Bellerby and Landgrebe and at the same time preliminary tests were made with urine in jection. This work was completed at Aberdeen, and instructions for the hus bandry of Xenopus and the conduct of the test were published by Landgrebe (1939) . Meanwhile Hogben and his team kept in close touch with Crew, who had established a pregnancy diagnosis centre at Edinburgh, using the Friedman (rabbit) and Aschheim-Zondek (mouse) tests but also experimenting with clawed toads. Crew (1939) published a fully detailed comparison of the accuracy and other merits of the three tests and concluded, while confessing that his know ledge of the needs of Xenopus in the laboratory was still imperfect, that it might well replace the rabbit, if not as yet the mouse.
In the same paper, Crew suggested that the Xenopus test should be known as the Hogben test; the first suggestion of its feasibility had come from Hogben and its technique had been worked out under his direction. This evoked a protest from Dr J. W. C. Gunn, acting head of the Department of Physiology at Cape Town. Dr H. J. Zwarenstein, of that Department, had worked on Xenopus with Hogben in his Cape Town days and in 1922-23 had spent a sabbatical year with him at the London School of Economics. Returning, he had demonstrated the pregnancy test on freshly collected toads and with a junior colleague he published an account of it in South Africa in October 1933, a few months ahead of Bellerby's announcement from the Hogben laboratory in Nature for 1934. Dr Gunn suggested that the test should be known either as the Zwarenstein-Shapiro test, as these authors had priority of publication, or perhaps as the Xenopus test, but not as the Hogben test.There resulted a not uncivil dispute which continued for a few months in the correspondence columns of the British Medical Journal for 1939 and was revived, with greater acrimony, in the same journal for October-December 1946.
The development of the test continued. In 1947, Landgrebe worked for a year in Edinburgh and the result was to establish the Hogben test as the best then available. It was relatively economical and convenient; its accuracy had risen to 99-84% against 96% for Aschheim-Zondek. For about 15 years, until its replacement by equally accurate and very much cheaper immunological tests, it was 'the only really reliable test used in this country.' I quote from a letter from Professor Landgrebe, who adds 'During those years, in Edinburgh, Cardiff, Watford, some ^-million or more tests were done at the request of medical men for good medical reasons.'. It was also used very widely overseas.
Biographical Memoirs
Zoology at Birmingham ( Hogben arrived in Birmingham in January 1942 and at once the Department found itself hard at work revising its curriculum, its equipment and the arrange ment of its rooms. There were to be more seminars and fewer formal lectures. The museum was converted into experimental laboratories and most of its voluminous collection of vertebrate skeletons was dispersed; a certain amount of material, including the majority of the invertebrate specimens, was stored for classroom use. Prominent among the teaching innovations was a course of 24 weekly lectures given by the staff of the Zoology Department and attended by all students of zoology and of the social sciences. It began with a summary of human evolution and proceeded to a detailed and rigorous expansion of Parts 4 and 5 of Science for the Citizen-a review of the fundamental needs of mankind and of the resources actually and potentially available for their satisfaction. In laying problems of public health and preventative medicine before his students, with plenty of vital statistics, Hogben had it very much in mind, not only to produce researchers interested in those fields, but also to reorientate the training of future teachers of biology in the schools.
Meanwhile, Hogben continued his own researches in experimental zoology along two lines: with R. L. Kirk, a series of comparative studies of temperature regulations in molluscs, earthworms, amphibians and reptiles, and with M. Begg, an investigation of the sense organs responsible for the response of Drosophila to humidity, temperature and chemical stimuli by behavioural comparison of normal flies with mutants having abnormal antennae. He reviewed the subject of Chromatic Behaviour in his Croonian Lecture, delivered on 18 June 1942, and served in the following year on the Council of the Royal Society.
Outside the Department, Hogben concerned himself with the more general problems of the University, to the irritation of several of the senior members of the establishment. In the words of Professor Pascal 'He and I produced indeed a set of proposals for the reform of the Extra-Mural Department that became the basis for its post-war organisation. A sense of personal rebuff broke off this and other commitments, outside the Medical Faculty' (Pascal 1976). He pressed vigorously for closer links between zoology and medicine-for the setting-up of a Chair of Social Medicine, for readerships in Demography and in Social Biology, for the inclusion, at the expense of detailed human anatomy, of human genetics and animal behaviour, taught by zoologists, at the 2nd M.B. level.
At about this time he completed the editing of the fourth, and circulationwise the least, of the 'Primers for the Age of Plenty'-an economic and social history of Britain, stressing the origin and evolution of capitalism, by the Professor of Political Economy at Aberdeen (Hamilton 1947) .
During all this activity, he was increasingly ill. He had already been treated at Wisconsin, and at Aberdeen had attempted to treat himself, for retrosternal goitre. In his own words: 'More and more, during my first year in Birmingham, my goitre was getting on top of me. Alternating spells of lassitude and excita bility with concomitant tachycardia made increasing demands on my strength and tolerance of colleagues. To keep myself on an even keel emotionally, I was becoming alarmingly tolerant to barbiturates. In December 1942, I decided that thyroidectomy, in Britain at that time an operation with a high fatality rate, was the only alternative to a long period of enforced rest. Happily, the professor of surgery in the Birmingham Medical School had a good record of success. Owing to the depth of hypertrophied tissue I was in the theatre for five hours. As one might therefore expect, pleurisy and pneumonia supervened and I was in hospital for two months ' (L. B. L.) .
Medical Statistics at the War Office ( When he came out of hospital, Hogben received an invitation from Frank
Crew to join him in London. Crew had been appointed Director of Biological Research within the War Office with the rank of Brigadier, and was asked, among other things, to undertake the writing of the official Army Medical History of the War. 'This brought him face to face with the stupendous muddle of Army Medical Statistics at that time. Accordingly, he called for an enquiry into their reorganisation and invited me to undertake the task of conducting it ' (1974a) . A few months later, Colonel Hogben, seconded from Birmingham, was installed on the top floor of a building facing the Albert Memorial as Acting Director of Medical Statistics. Later his Directorate was moved to Piccadilly and, though still refusing to wear uniform, he became Brigadier.
Hogben superintended a thorough revision of Army Medical documentation, using improved mechanical sorting methods and redesigned record cards, and directed statistical researches on specific medical problems. He ran the Directorate as far as possible on the lines of a university research laboratory. 'More than half-at least six-of the young officers who worked under me received doctorates of medicine or Ph.D. degrees for contributory work afterwards submitted in thesis form' (P. R.).
The work of Hogben's group is reviewed in a publication of much wider interest than its title indicates-the War Office Statistical Report on the Health of the Army 1943-45, introduced and largely written by Hogben himself. The foreword by the Director General, Army Medical Services, underlines its significance:
'In more ways than one this publication signalises an advance on those the Army has hitherto produced and it is my belief that some of its more novel features will be of much benefit to medicine as a whole as well as to the Services.
'It presents two classes of information for which civilian public health statistics lack the necessary demographic data. I refer especially to the contents of Parts IV and VI which respectively set forth the liability of stocks of different geographical origin to diseases alien to or endemic in their respective habitats, and Army experience of the relation of age to risk of disease with due regard to the true population at risk in a given year of life. Part XI records therapeutic trials on a scale which is rarely if ever practicable outside the Army; and if it raises-as scientific enquiry so often does raise-more problems than it solves, the peculiar difficulties on which it focuses attention clarify tasks which others may undertake with greater success.' Among the results emerging from the therapeutic trials was one of the earliest demonstrations that the indiscriminate prophylactic use of sulphonamides can lead to selection of resistant strains of microorganisms-in this case, gonorrhoea in Naples.
While in Medical Statistics at Birmingham ( ) Hogben's move into medical statistics was in a sense a home-coming. He had gone up to Cambridge as an ardent humanist with a medical degree as his main ob jective. Had he been able to complete his medical training he would undoubted ly have chosen to work in a field of more immediate benefit to humanity than the academic zoology of those days. Outstanding among his zoological achieve ments is his series of papers on colour response in frogs and toads, not in itself a subject of much practical value; he originally went into it because of the contributions he hoped it would make to our rapidly growing understanding of endocrinology.
At the War Office he was directly concerned with the solution of medical problems. Towards the end of his time there he was considering an offer to remain in the Government Service, and let it be known in Birmingham that if he returned it would not be on the old footing. He wanted closer connections with the Faculty of Medicine. The University responded by persuading the Ministry of Health to finance a Chair of Medical Statistics, on the ground that an active Department could make important contributions to the planning and running of the new National Health Service, and by offering the Chair to Hogben.
He welcomed the invitation. There is evidence in his reminiscences deposited with the Royal Society and in his correspondence with his supporters in Bir mingham that he had an idea of combining the new Professorship with a parttime position in the Department of Zoology. He was no longer interested in conventional zoology, not even experimental zoology, but would have liked to teach and direct research on Social Biology in his old Department. This, how ever, was not allowed. He returned to Birmingham at the beginning of 1947 and six months later finally left the Faculty of Science to head the new Depart ment of Medical Statistics and Human Genetics. He had a staff of about 12, some of them from the War Office, but, to his sorrow, no teaching duties. His professional activities in the following years come under two main heads:
(1) While at the War Office he had 'mastered a new technique. The need for up-to-the-minute information in a war economy had immensely speeded up the use of mechanical devices for sorting and tabulating statistical data. By devising my own self-coded documents, I had reduced to a dozen the need for a clerical staff of 80 to handle the requirements of machine translation of raw data' (L. B. L.). He now set himself to devise methods and to design documents for the comprehensive recording and efficient handling of information within the Health Service. Unfortunately the new gold mine was less productive than the old. Professor Robert Cawley has sent me this explanation: 'Hogben's work in the War Office had been highly successful because his innovations had the appropriate authority: the chain of command was completely reliable. A Medical Officer who failed to fill in the appropriate clinical records would risk court martial. He was to find that matters were very different in civilian life. On putting forward plans for reducing the chaos and inconsistencies of local medical records and attempting to produce a uniform system for the Region, with a more advanced variant of this for the teaching hospitals, Hogben did not take into account the right of the individual consultant to stick to his own style of practice. Some of the younger consultants, and one or two of the more far-sighted older men, perceived and welcomed his plans, whilst others were less enthusiastic, offering public opposition and private lack of cooperation . . . After the orderly regimens of service life, the irregularities and capriciousness of civilian hospital practice led to the frustration of his plans and a feeling of disillusionment. ' Professor Thomas McKeown writes:
'He continued the work with which he had been concerned during the war period, on the design of medical records particularly with a view to self coding and the use of a personal number for record linkage. At that time data processing was restricted to mechanical sorting, and to some extent his work was outdated by the introduction of computers. Nevertheless his early interest in record linkage had a considerable influence on later develop ments. So too had his emphasis on document design, which he rightly thought, required much greater experience than document filling.'
(2) He also started on a series of studies of the underlying rationale of theoretical statistics, partly in collaboration with Dr Wrighton. This investiga tion was to occupy him intermittently until his retirement. 'For some years I had witnessed a retrograde movement in experimental biology, especially in the domain of animal behaviour . . . Few psychologists and biologists who then and for long afterwards adorned their publications with so-called significance tests had the remotest idea of the factual assumptions latent in the mathematical rationale of statistical theory ' ( L. B. L.) and it seemed evaluation of the credentials of current mathematical statistics was called for. His ideas evolved, becoming less and less orthodox as the years went by, and his final view on the proper role of statistics in biological enquiry is given in the book he often described as his academic swansong (1957a).
Dr Raymond Wrighton has summarized his conclusions as follows:
'Hogben's final view regarding theoretical statistics was that the statistical methods introduced by R. A. Fisher and his followers in the 1930s were lacking in mathematical validity, and that later developments (the NeymanPearson theory; Wald's decision theory) had succeeded neither in providing a satisfactory rationale nor in offering an acceptable alternative. He felt that a generation of biologists had been seriously misled into a false view of the nature of experimental enquiry and that, as far as concerned medicine, mathematical innovations had not materially changed matters since Claude Bernard (whom he quotes in Statistical Theory) fulminated against the use of averages. Probability considerations, he believed, rightly enter biology when, as in genetics, they can be seen to relate to events objectively deter minable as random, but not when invoked as a cloak for ignorance of underlying causal relationships.' Professor McKeown sends this comment:
'This work was concerned with the logical basis of statistics and its value in practice as applied in the observational sciences. I think it is questionable whether mathematical statisticians have been much influenced by the first. However some epidemiologists have undoubtedly been led to a healthy scepticism by the second, and if many of their papers no longer carry automatically the rubber stamp of statistical approval, it has been due largely to Hogben's influence.'
As for his personal life in this period-at about the time of his move into the Medical Faculty Hogben became once again a married man. He had tried several times, unsuccessfully, to organize a University post for Enid Charles so that they could be together again, and in 1947 she resigned her appointment in Ottawa and came back to Britain without even the promise of a salaried position. More than a year elapsed before she found a place as Director of the newly created Statistical Office of the Birmingham City Corporation, with an honorary Readership in the University. Meanwhile they discovered that six years of living apart in different worlds had made it hard for them to readjust to each other. More and more, they found themselves enveloped by what Hogben has called a miasma of misunderstanding. He tried to reconstruct their lives as they were in the L.S.E. period, when they had a London flat and a Devonshire cottage. He bought a riverside cottage with an acre of land in the Ceiriog valley of North Wales, some 80 miles from his Department, and looked forward to weekends in restful surroundings and to extending his linguistics by learning Welsh. But this did not suit his wife, who had reacted as strongly against the Welsh way of life of her childhood as he had against the evangelism of his. Her visits to the cottage became increasingly briefer and rarer. They no longer had the care of a young family to hold them together. Mr Robert Gibson of the Zoology Department has written to me about their life in Birmingham at this time: 'He really had no home. There was a flat for a time but then he and " Charlie" lived in hostels and guest houses except for weekends at the cottage in Wales. He seemed happy when Enid Charles went to the Far East and he took up residence in the Staff House and had a good audience and a steward and stewardess who looked after him.' Her departure was in 1953. They had resigned themselves to the impossibility of a satisfactory common life. She accepted the offer of an appointment in South-East Asia with the World Health Organization, and they were divorced four years later, so that he could marry again.
Other factors had contributed to the unhappiness of that period. His financial affairs were, for various reasons, in confusion. He was, on his own admission, consuming too much Scotch. He suffered a recrudescence of thyreotoxicosis, leading to a second thyroidectomy in 1951: 'My surgical colleague who did the job remarked that the time to operate is when the patient becomes unbearable to live with ' (L. B. L.) . It was at this period that his notorious quarrelsomeness became maximal. Friend after friend discovered that suddenly, and often for no reason they could understand, they were on his black list.
At the time of Enid's departure, Hogben was becoming increasingly attached to 'a pen friend from whom I was getting Welsh lessons ' (L. B. L.) . It started in a post office in the Ceiriog valley: Hogben, on a lonely weekend, was buying stamps and using the opportunity of practising his Welsh, when a voice behind him protested 'Who is this murdering my native tongue ?'. The speaker was Sarah Jane Evans, headmistress of a little school and member of Denbigh County Council. She had, he has written, 'an infectious gaiety which gave her companionship an attraction additional to the ease with which she could talk intelligently about Celtic history or Middle English grammar' ( . B. L.). After Enid's departure they began to keep each other company at weekends. When, in 1956-57, Hogben made a three months' trip to what was still the Gold Coast, to prepare a report for Dr Nkrumah on his country's needs of scientific research and higher education after Independence, she went with him as his secretary. After his divorce in 1957, and two months before his sixtysecond birthday, they married.
Retirement lay four years ahead. During this time they enlarged the cottage in Wales as their permanent home, renting two rooms in Birmingham for use during the working week. He had already published his final verdict on statistics and now busied himself with two main enterprises: 'the production of a small monograph on design of medical records for mechanical analysis and a major educational project to enlist the fullest use of colour in production of visual aids to mathematical exposition ' ( L. B. L.) . During h he had become more and more interested in visual aids to learning, an interest culminating in the lavishly and ingeniously illustrated Mathematics in the Making 'which I regard as a book which sets an entirely new standard in the exploitation of educational visual aids' (P. R.). It also shows that his mathe matical thinking had changed in 24 years. He has called it 'an act of exculpation for the immaturities of Mathematics for the . There were also short visits to U.S.A. and to France. The first interruption was caused by a severe and intractable dermatitis which kept him in hospital for more than three months in the late winter and spring following his retirement.
The second, a year later, was a call overseas. At the end of the very cold winter of 1962-63, when the Hogbens had been forced by the freezing-up of their water supplies to take refuge in a nearby fishing inn, a cabled invitation arrived from Cheddi Jagan, then Premier of British Guiana, to become Vice-Chancellor of the projected University of Guyana. He had already got interested in tropical ecology and tropical economics on his visit to Ghana and Cheddi Jagan's invitation gave a second opportunity of studying and advising a self-governing country preparing itself for Independence. The prospect of presiding over the creation of an entirely new university appealed to him very strongly.
On the other hand, Jane had recently been elected as a County Councillor for their valley, and unconditional acceptance of the Vice-Chancellorship would mean either her resignation or their separation for most of the year. He offered, in a very long telegram, to go out for a month to take stock of the situation in an advisory capacity and then, if all went well, to accept the Vice-Chancellorship on the understanding that he would serve for no longer than two years and spend only five months of each year in British Guiana. One of his principal functions was to be fund-raising and he argued that he could do that better in London than in Georgetown.
He flew out for the advisory visit in March 1963 and at once attacked the job with his usual ruthless vigour. He brushed aside as inadequate a plan that the new foundation should be a Liberal Arts College attached to the University of the West Indies, whose seat of government was more than a thousand miles away in Jamaica, and insisted on an independent University with curriculum and research programme geared to the economic needs of the new nation. He wanted to see all government-supported research units-geological survey, forestry, veterinary science, cattle breeding and also for good measure the existing Teachers Training College-incorporated as university institutes.
By the end of his strenuous preliminary month it seemed that he was having his way. He had witnessed the passage of the University Bill through the Lower Chamber and its reception by proxy of the Royal Assent. He had accepted the Vice-Chancellorship on his own terms, and got to know a congenial Board of Governors. His broad programme had been endorsed by the Minister of Educa tion with the support of the Cabinet. He had been promised by the Booker group of companies a 150-acre building site with the prospect of more to come, and had roughed out a plan to anticipate the completion of the building programme by means of university teaching in the evenings, using the facilities of Queen's College (a famous public school) and the nearby Teachers Training College. He was well on the way to getting substantial financial support from the U.K. and from the U.S.A. He had, however, underrated the instability of the political situation in British Guiana. There had been violent incendiary riots shortly before his arrival, and during his visit there were rowdy processions past the Governor's Residence and 'sounds of gelignite off-stage' ( . B. L.). Soon after his departure for Britain the public services were disorganized by a general strike which lasted for 80 days, during which time communica tion between the nascent University and its Vice-Chancellor was difficult or impossible.
In the summer of 1963 two honorary degrees were conferred on Hogben-D.Sc. Wales on 11 July and Ll.D. Birmingham on the following day. He returned to Georgetown in September to be joined by Jane in November and to stay for the five months specified in his contract. The strike was over when he arrived but his Governors insisted on providing him with a chauffeur-bodyguard by day and an armed watchman to protect his bungalow in the Queen's College compound at night. A skeleton University Staff had been recruited in his absence. There had been changes in the Cabinet. Some of his supporters had left the scene. His University was opened on 1 October (1969c) but he got the feeling that he was supposed to raise funds rather than dictate how they should be spent. He has described those months as a gruelling episode and their aftermath as follows: 'After late March 1964, I did not return to British Guiana. To per severe in my negotiations with the Ministry of Overseas Development in London I asked for extended leave; and when I heard from a reliable source that the Ministry had agreed to allocate a minimal million and a half sterling for my building programme I resigned. I had delivered the goods and was glad to be back in Wales, bodily intact' (L.
B. L.).
He settled again in the valley. Just before the Guyanan episode he had written two books on linguistics. The first (1963b) works out a simplified and easily learnt English to replace Ogden's Basic, substituting 1300 'Essential Semantic Units' for Ogden's 850 words ('One cannot speak too highly of Ogden's intention, but 'Basic was bogus' because it contained many homonyms and relied ex tensively on English idioms. Each E.S.U. is 'a semantically unique word and an instruction where necessary with respect to its use'.) The second (1964) develops and clarifies that part of The Loom of Language which sets out the hybrid origin of Anglo-American, shows how a study of the principles governing the evolution of words and their pronunciation can help one to acquire an adequate vocabulary for self-expression in other European languages, and ends with a discussion of the question: 'What do we try to convey when we assert that a French or German word means the same as an English one ?'
On returning he started work on a third (1969b), which describes and analyses the world-wide vocabulary of Western Science, derived almost ex clusively from two dead languages and therefore to most of us emotively neutral, 'the nearest thing to the lexicon of a truly global auxiliary that mankind has yet achieved', and ends with a protest against the all-too-c^sy cheapening of that precious currency. His other publications during his retirement include some richly illustrated books for teenagers on the history of science, a new edition of Mathematics for the M i l l i o n , so thoroughly revised and with so much new material (including the drawings) that it is almost a new book (1967a), a humorous romantic tale written entirely in monosyllables (1967b), two contributions to mathematical philosophy (1967c, 1969d ) and a biographical memoir of Frank Crew (1974a).
His last decade, from about 1965 on, was increasingly unhappy. His own strength deteriorated steadily, and Jane too was ill. Soon after the return from British Guiana she was cured by surgery of a painful pharyngeal swelling, due it was believed to some tropical parasite picked up in Georgetown. A few years later she underwent an apparently successful mastectomy for a malignant tumour of the left breast. At about this time (1969) the Hogbens decided that they should no longer live in their rather remote cottage, and built a design-ityourself bungalow on land in the middle of Glyn Ceiriog, just across the street from the Royal Oak, where he had many friends. It had indeed become almost his club. His neighbour Lord Taylor has written about the life of the Hogbens in the valley (Taylor 1975): 'She and Lancelot had an abiding interest in the young people of the valley, and any who showed scientific, mathematical or linguistic ability were sure of encouragement from this remarkable couple.
'Lancelot was the prototype of eccentric genius, the absent-minded professor with his head in abstract geometry and his feet sockless in his slippers, speaking with painful deliberation as he gazed into the far dis tance. Strangely enough, the absence of socks was not the result of forget fulness but of rational thought. In Glyn, socks are seldom needed clima tically, and not putting them on saved a rheumatic back one added trauma.
'To the people of Glyn Ceiriog, Lancelot was a constant delight. In his corner seat on the settee in the private bar of the Royal Oak, he would dispense pearls of wisdom so cloaked in sesquipedelian circumlocution and subordinate clauses that most of his hearers thought he was wandering. This was not so. He was, as he said, "Labouring in the Lord's vineyard" to make straight and scientific the path of social advance of mankind.'
And as for the bungalow:
'His intense sense of order was linked with an almost total lack of aesthetic sensibility. His rationally-constructed house was the acme of discomfort; his living room was fitted out around the walls with laboratory benches, on which he could cook and file papers.
Unhappily, the success of Jane's mastectomy was only apparent. By the beginning of 1973 she was again weakening and she died in hospital in April of the following year, 'very weary but luckily with little pain' (L.
Hogben's own health was failing fast. He was now very lonely, though family or friends would sometimes come to visit him in the valley. He tried, unsuccessfully, to get himself another wife. He lived on at the bungalow with regular daily visits to the Royal Oak (though I have been assured by reliable witnesses that he cut down his consumption of whisky to two doubles a day). Neighbours would go in of an evening to pass the time with him and friends across the road kept an eye on him. One morning the bungalow seemed very still. They found him in the living room, too tired the night before to put himself to bed. He was taken to hospital where, on 22 August 1975, he died. His cremation was followed by a wake at the Royal Oak that would have de lighted him, with reminiscence and singing into the small hours.
He is commemorated by a bronze plaque, with an inscription in English prose and Welsh verse, in the Ceiriog Memorial Institute. His bust, made at Cape Town by Herbert Meyerowitz, stands in a place of honour in the Medical School at Birmingham.
The photograph reproduced was taken by W. Stoneman about 1936.
Sources
Hogben left two typescripts which have been of great assistance, as shown by the frequent citations in my text. They are: P. R. An account of his scientific career, headed 'Professional Reminiscences'. This was left at the Royal Society. It was written with frequent reference to five bound volumes of his scientific papers presented to the University of Sussex, whose librarian has kindly allowed me to use them.
L. B. L. An incomplete autobiography entitled 'Look Back with Laughter'. This is an unique source of information, especially about those early stages in his life which I have called 'Development'. It was however written in his last years, and having detected several slips on minor points of fact, I have been at pains to check the more important details. My thanks are due to the following for generous assistance: The Reference Librarian of the University of London Library; the Junior Bursar of Trinity College, Cambridge; and the Librarian of Friends House. I am indebted for family information to Mrs Sylvia McCrory {nee Hogben) and to Dr Bernard Hogben and his wife.
In writing the later sections I sought and received the help of a great number of people, some of whom are quoted in my text. Mr George Brockway of W. W. Norton and Mr Rayner Unwin kindly gave information about the sales of the Primers. I hope I may be forgiven for not cataloguing the rest of the iceberg-a most unsuitable metaphor, in view of the friendly warmth with which my enquiries were generally met.
